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TYPE OF CONSULTATION:

Outline
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DM REQUIREMENTS ETC:

EASY ACCESS TO SITE?:

EASY TO FIND?:

RESPONSE: DATE:  02/08/2019 

I have only been able to undertake a desktop study at this stage, but have a number of 
remarks concerning the application. 

My comments are based upon the documents supplied and I have not undertaken a 
separate exercise. 

I have assumed that the Tree Officer will be making comments relating to existing trees – 
the proposed access is close to 2no mature trees that will need protection during 
construction. 

As this application is for access only at this stage, detailed Landscape comments are not 
required, however, my comments on the wider scheme are summarised below. 

A Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) has been prepared in support of this 
planning application. The findings and conclusions of the LVIA are summarised by the 
applicant as follows and I would draw your attention to this: 

In conclusion, the proposed development site is identified as developed land which is strongly 
influenced by existing built development on Goosnargh Lane. It has some enclosed and some 
open areas reflecting the wooded character of the surrounding landscape with views of the site 
filtered or screened by woodland or field boundary vegetation. The proposed development is likely 



to have some inter-visibility with surrounding landscapes, but mitigation could be provided in 
keeping with the Undulating Lowland Farmland landscape character. 
The proposed development on the site could have a good relationship with the existing 
settlement form of Goosnargh, and could provide the opportunity to improve the existing 
settlement edge currently defined by a poultry production facility. At present, the site does not 
contribute positively to the setting of Goosnargh. 
Wider concerns about cumulative effects could be addressed through an overarching 
programme of tree planting using native species within and on the fringes of each scheme to 
improve views and approaches to the built edge of Goosnargh. 

I am in general agreement with the above summary, however, I do have concerns over 
the development of this site which is located outside the rural settlement boundary. 

If development was considered suitable for this site, I would add that boundary treatments 
should be carefully considered around the edges of any development.  Hedges, or estate 
type railing is preferred – close board/waney edge fencing would be unacceptable in this 
location. 
Existing vegetation should be retained wherever possible to maintain habitat and to retain 
some of the original character features – particularly hedgerows and trees. 

There are no mature trees along the road boundary of the site, but there are mixed native 
hedgerows; I would hope that this can be retained and incorporated into the proposals. 

I would expect to see the following standards referred to in the proposals; 

• BS 5837 Trees in relation to Construction 
• BS 3882:2007 Topsoil 
• BS 8545:2014 Trees from nursery to independence 

A full and detailed scheme of landscaping will be required.  
This would consist of a scaled plan showing good quality hard and soft landscaping details, 
details of levels, paving treatment and materials, plant species, position, number and/or 
densities per square metre with the area given, and the size and specification of the plant 
material.  
The details should also include proposals for long-term maintenance and landscape 
management including the configuration of the planting pits, method of staking or guying, 
the position of existing and proposed underground services, drainage, overhead services, 
tree/shrub protection/mulching and a five year planting and maintenance schedule including 
watering. 


